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THE “AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT” SCAM
To hide their stealing of translators’ CVs, scammers from Palestine/Gaza came up with a “creative” and “innocent” scheme:
since 2011, they’ve been asking translators to sign an unidentified document called “Authorization and Agreement” with
promises of future jobs (“you will get benefit by translating projects”). In it, we can read “we will use a free email which
will be put inside your CV”. That’s it: the incautious translator signing this will be, in fact, giving scammers carte blanche to
scam and use his/her CVs any way they see fit. To their gain, of course.
When challenged, scammers will wickedly respond that they can use other people's CVs, because they got their permission
to “market” them. THEY LIE!
First, they COULDN'T CARE LESS FOR MARKETING ANYBODY'S CV. They just want to market themselves with thirdparty professional credentials, because they have none.
Second, they NEVER TELL THEIR CLIENTS-VICTIMS THEY'RE DEALING WITH GHOSTS CREATED BY THEM! And, if
they tricked some translators into accepting such “marketing” proposal, the fact is that they'll just scam anybody's CV. The
“marketing authorization” (aka "Permission Sheet", "Authorization and Agreement", "Authorization and Permission" or
“Permission, Authorization and Agreement”) they claim to have is just a hoax and an excuse for their criminal activities.
They'll even produce "agreements" signed by ghosts...

SEE HOW THE CV SCAM WORKS:
Using a FALSE translator with a FAKE CV, scammers
succeeded in getting a job from a careless Brazilian
translation company

Then, they go online trying to find a $0.02 translator to get the job
done (even attaching the original PO to their spam emails!)

Read: more info about beintrans(.com) and Khalil Khatib

One final word about the infamous request for “CV and cover letter”: recognizing that they can't write anything in proper
English, scammers always ask their victims for a “cover letter” together with their CVs. Here's why: the CV will be modified at
their will, the name will be a fake one or even the victim’s real name and the email will be one created and operated by the
scammer. The “cover letter” will become the body of the email sent to “clients”.

ALL EMAILS/NAMES/SCAMS BELOW WERE ORIGINATED IN GAZA (PALESTINE).
ALL EMAIL ADDRESSES LISTED HERE BELONG TO SCAMMERS – DO NOT USE FOR LEGITIMATE BUSINESS
We have retained the original spelling, punctuation and formatting of the emails bodies.

SENT BY

EMAIL BODY

Abd Naji
rheem@bigtranswork.com
Ahmed Mahmoud
ahmed.mahmoud@beintrans.com

I am Abd Naji from Bigtranswork company for translation; I work as a mediator Between client &
translator. I suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator, and It's a pleasure to invite you to be
a close member team. Therefore, Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order
for us to send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct
contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to
receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf. We can also email your certificates if
needed to clients on your behalf. We will give you the projects. If you agree, you will be considered as
a close team member and consequently you will be eligible for any developmental plan. This is part of
group work based on mutual cooperation because the translation market is full of competition. Please
let me know so that we start work. If you agree, sign this authorization and agreement document
Attachments, and send it signed with your CV and a cover letter. Thank you for taking time to read my
email. looking forward to build a long-term and stable cooperation with you.
What you can do is only sending your brilliant CV. and Cover Letter to my email then you will reach the
top of success to get many projects you hope. So we are a trustful medium between you and the
clients. But I will be grateful if you give me the permission to make some changes of small details that
will never weaken your respected CV. and I promise you that the most win and the highest earns will
be for you.These are the cahnges he wants to do:We will remove your contact details to avoid direct
contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to
receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf.
This is Abeer Mohamed from Power Translations; it is a company that can present a lot of project
offers easily and continuously. What you can do is only sending your brilliant CV. and Cover Letter for
our email then you will reach the top of success to get many projects you hope. So we are a trustful
medium between you and the clients. But I will be grateful if you give me the permission to make some
changes of small details that will never weaken your respected CV. and I promise you that the most
win and the highest earns will be for you. Beside the above mentioned, you will deal with a
comfortable and a punctual team of a long experience and a golden translation with you, of course.
However, be sure that you are dealing with an honest company and please trust us because we give
you a legal step to get good job. You will be a lucky translator as well as we, if you agree.
Email attachment: the good, old “Authorization and Agreement”, now called "Work Contract".
Let me introduce myself , my name is Ahmed Mahmoud, and I work as a project manager at
Bigtranswork company for translation.I am responsible for the recruitment and general cooperation
with linguistic partners. It is a pleasure to meet you! We are currently recruiting translators for future
projects of various types in various domains. we would like to invite you to get started with the
following steps (in sequential order): What you can do is only sending your brilliant CV. and Cover
Letter to my email then you will reach the top of success to get many projects you hope. So we are a
trustful medium between you and the clients. But I will be grateful if you give me the permission to
make some changes of small details that will never weaken your respected CV. and I promise you that
the most win and the highest earns will be for you. We will remove your contact details to avoid direct
contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to
receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf. Beside the above mentioned, you will deal
with a comfortable and a punctual team of a long experience and a golden translation with you, of
course. However, be sure that you are dealing with an honest company and please trust us because
we give you a legal step to get good job. You will be a lucky translator as well as we :) :) Are you
interested? If so, can I send you our contract so you can sign and send it back along with your CV and
cover letter? I look forward our future cooperation. Please Reply to all
I'm a representative of Silver-Pens Worldwide Translation Services. We wish to establish a long
cooperation with you. It's our pleasure to invite you to be one close member of us. So, kindly if you
agree to join us, read the permission sheet carefully then sign it with handwriting and resend it with
your CV and cover letter as well.
I am Alaa Mahmoud from languagemet Center for Translation; I work as a mediator Between client
& translator. Our company would like to ask for your permission giving us the authority to send your
CV and cover letter to our clients.
• Our policy does not allow direct contact between the freelancer and our clients.
• Your contact details will be replaced by a free email where projects will be sent to.
• Our company will have full authority dealing with your CV by marketing it and
receving projects on your behalf.
• Any other information or certificates of you might be sent by email to our clients if
neded.
• The projects we receive on your behalf will be directly sent to you.
• If not available, our team will send the project to another freelancer.
If you agree to these terms, we will instantly start working on your CV giving you the chance to have
your projects delivered to you without making any effort. This agrement makes you one of our team
and consequently an active one. This would also make you a priority in any development plan in the
near future. This agreement will facilitate your work in a crowded translation market with a high level of
competition.

Abeer Mohamed
abeer@powertranslations.net
abeer.quality2@gmail.com

Ahmad Mahmoud
ahmad.trans@bigtranswork.com
ahmad.translate14@gmail.com

Ahmed Nada
trans3@silver-pens.com
alkingcr83@gmail.com
Alaa Mahmoud
alaa@languagemet.com
project3@languagemet.com
alaa@wordsvoice.com
alaa.mahmood23@gmail.com
alaa.mahmoud1@hotmail.com
alaa.wordsvoice@gmail.com

Alaa Mansur
alaa.mansur@magic-trans.net
alaamansur2018@gmail.com

Ali Zaher
aliz@languagemet.com
languagemet88@gmail.com

Amany Ahmed
amany@btdic.com

Aya Husam
ayahusamtranslate@gmail.com
Nida'a Ala'a
nidaalaaka@gmail.com

Ayat Nada
pts.pm6@gmail.com

Bodor Jamal
jamalbodor55@gmail.com

Dala Nada
languagemet74@gmail.com
dalalservices@languagemet.com

Doaa Mohamed
Doaa Mohammed
Doaa Aljmal
d.aljmal@languagemet.com
Doaa Nada
Doaa Waled
doaa.w@beintrans.com

This is Alaa Mansur from Magic trans company; It Is a company that can present a lot of projects.
What you can do is only sending your brilliant CV and Cover letter to our email then you will reach the
top of success to get many projects you hope. So we are a trustful medium between you and the
clients. But I will be grateful if you give me the permission to make some changes of small details that
will never weaken your respected CV. and I promise you that the most win and the highest earns will
be for you. Beside the above mentioned, you will deal with a comfortable and a punctual team of a
long experience and a golden translation with you, of course. However, be sure that you are dealing
with honest company and please trust us because we give you a legal step to get good job. You will
be a lucky translator and so we, if you agree. It is pleasure for me to work with you, and I am waiting to
hear from you.
To whom it may concern, Let me introduce myself in a few words. I am Alaa Mansur and I work as a
project manager at Magic trans company. Nice to meet you . We are currently recruiting translators
for future projects of various types in various domains. This will give you the opportunity to be a part of
those projects as needed. If you are interested in applying for freelance translation work, we would like
to invite you to get started with the following steps. Can you please read our contract, and send it
signed together with your CV and cover letter? Looking forward to our future collaboration! Thank you
for your time
I am the projects manager Languagemet Translation Agency . I suggest cooperation in translation
work as mediator . Therefore , Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order for
us to send your CV to our clients ? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts
with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to receive
projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf . We will give you the projects .
I suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator . Therefore ,Can you give us permission,
authorization and agreement in order for us to send your CV to our clients ? If yes, we will remove
your contact details to avoid direct contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will
be put inside your CV in order to receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf . If you
agree, you will be considered as a close team member and consequently you will be eligible for any
developmental plan.
I am Amany Ahmed from BTDIC Center for Translation; I work as a mediator Between client &
translator. I suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator, and It's a pleasure to invite you to be
a close member team. Therefore, Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order
for us to send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct
contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to
receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf.
This is Amani Ahmed from BTDIC; it is a company that can present a lot of project offers easily and
continuously. What you can do is only sending your brilliant CV and Cover Letter for our email then
you will reach the top of success to get many projects you hope. So we are a trustful medium between
you and the clients. But I will be grateful if you give me the permission to make some changes of small
details that will never weaken your respected CV. and I promise you that the most win and the highest
earns will be for you. Beside the above mentioned, you will deal with a comfortable and a punctual
team of a long experience and a golden translation with you, of course. However, be sure that you are
dealing with an honest company and please trust us because we give you a legal step to get good job.
You will be a lucky translator as well as we, if you agree.
2) BILD shall edit, moderate, and amend the CV provided to match the job needs.
6) BILD is the only party entitled to call off this agreement.
Dear master translator, I get the great honor to write to you and introduce myself to you. I am Nidaa
Alaa, project manager at word target company for translation services, proud to meet you. I am a
mediator between the client and translators and so It’s a pleasure to invite you to make long
cooperation in translation work to get many future potential projects.You can rest assured that the
largest proportion of the profits will be for you according to the standard translation rates used in the
translation market and be sure that you will receive comfortable, reliable and legal treatment in
addition to long experience in this field. So, if you interested, I will be pleased and ready to receive
your CV and cover letter, and I ask you to give me permission and agreement to make just minor
modification at your CV it is to use a free email that will be placed inside your CV instead your email.If
agree you can read our contract, give us your signature and send it along with your CV and cover
letter?Thank you for taking time to read my email.
I am a project manager in PTS company for translation, we have many projects in your language
pair and I have seen your profile and will be glad if you accept to work with each other in the nearly
future . If you were interested please send me your CV and cover letter. And if you are signing of the
agreement attached. Please agreed to work with us, you will not regret because of the high credibility
and quality in performance.
To the brilliant translators, I'm Bodor Jamal [Word Target Company]. I am working as a mediator
between the translators, and clients in a word target company. All I want that sending your fabulous
CV to our email to be one of the best translators in our company and we will present to you many
projects at a good price. Trust us and will not regret it, be sure that you are dealing with an honest and
comfortable company. Shall you please read our contract, and send it signed together with your CV
and cover letter. We will be so happy to work with you.
I am a project manager in language met company for translation, We have clients so we need
translators in all fields legal , financial , economic , technical , educational ... etc. We provided a lot of
services such as Translation, Proofreading,Transcription,DTB , Subtitling ...etc. Our rates are good
and negotiable if you interested , please sign the agreement which is attached and then send your CV
and cover letter . language in order to add you in my database for future projects.
I am a representative of languagemet Company, who wish to establish a long cooperation with you.
It's a pleasure to invite you to be a close member team. So, kindly if you agree to join us read the
permission sheet carefully, then sign it and return it to me with your CV and Cover letter as well.
I am Doaa Nada from Bein Center for Translation; I work as a mediator Between client & translator. I
suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator, and It's a pleasure to invite you to be a close
member team.

Doaa Ryad
doaa.lang@gmail.com

Doaa Saleh
aka Doua Saleh
doua@pts5.com
Eman Yosef
languagemet46@gmail.com
Emma Smith
es311158@gmail.com
Floretta Joseph
floretta.joseph@beintrans.com
florettajoseph@gmail.com

Enas Tariq
enas.translation@magic-trans.net
leenotanslator@gmail.com

Evon El Taweel
eltaweelevon@gmail.com

Fadi Mohd
fadi.mohd90@gmail.com

Farah Farah / Shimaa Nezar
farahjohn20182018@gmail.com
farah@magic-trans.net

Faten Houran
faten@wordsvoice.com
houranifaten@gmail.com

I trust this email finds you well! I’m Doaa Waled representative of Bein Translations from their
Palestine office. Currently we are looking to expand our freelancer network in English – French
combinations. If you are interested in cooperation with us and being added to our database, please
read carefully the attached NDA and sign it. Also, I appreciate if you can answer my following
question: 1- What are your best per word rates for translation and proofreading? ( For a long-term
partnership ). 2- Would you please send us your mobile number as well as your Skype ID if possible?
Also, please send me your updated CV so that I can add you to our database. Best regards, Bein
Translations Team
This is Doaa Ryad, from magic-trans, we market CVs and cover letters of translators for our clients
and translation companies website around the world, then we have too many projects that we must
directly forward to you and you have the right to do these projects, because it comes on behalf of your
CV and cooperation, If you are interested, please send me your CV, cover letter and sign the
agreement attached.
It's Doaa Saleh a project manager at PTS Company, I am looking forward to co-operate with
professional freelance translators who have high quality in translation to provide our company with
their experiences. Please if you are interested, send me your CV and cover letter.
I'm a project manager in Language Met Co. We are looking for an English into Russian translators.
There are some projects needed to be translated from E > R. If you are ready to collaborate with us,
please send us your CV and Cover letter, and it will be very kindly if u send a sample too.
I am Floretta Joseph from Beintrans company. I am a project manager and a mediator between the
translators and the clients. The client will give me a project either it’s a translation, proofreading,
editing, or other services. So, the idea is to take your permission and authorization to change small
details of your CV such as email and contact details if you agree. And I need you to be assured that
you will take your right completely and on time. You only need to read our contract, sign it, and send it
with your CV and cover letter. We only change contact details in order to send the CV to clients to get
jobs and you have the full and complete priority to work on those projects. In case you are not
available, we can send jobs to other translators. The purpose of this authorization and permission is to
have cooperation with you to get projects by sending your CV to clients. Don’t hesitate to agree with
our work because you are dealing with a trustworthy company that will give you a good job at a good
price. Please do feel free to get in touch for more help. Kind regards, Floretta Joseph Project manager
/ BeinTrans Team
I am Enas Tariq from magic-trans Center for Translation; I work as a mediator Between client &
translator. I suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator, and It's a pleasure to invite you to be
a close member team. Therefore, Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order
for us to send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct
contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to
receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf. We can also email your certificates if
needed to clients on your behalf. We will give you the projects. If you agree, you will be considered as
a close team member and consequently you will be eligible for any developmental plan. This is part of
group work based on mutual cooperation because the translation market is full of competition. Please
let me know so that we start work. If you agree, sign this authorization and agreement document
Attachments, and send it signed with your CV and a cover letter.
I am Evon El Taweel from Wordtarget for Translation; I work as a mediator Between client &
translator. I suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator, Therefore, Can you give us
permission, authorization and agreement in order to send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will
remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email
which will be put inside your CV in order to receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf.
If you agree, you will be considered as a close team member and consequently you will be eligible for
any developmental plan. Please let me know so that we start work. If you agree, sign this authorization
and agreement document Attachments, and send it signed with your CV and a cover letter.
I'm working at Arcadia translation company. Our company offers many kinds of the translation
services , I am very pleased to establish business with you, where I work as a project coordinator
between the client and the translator. We are building our database of translators nowadays , hopfully
to work with each other soon. Kindly , if you would to join our database , please send me your CV and
cover letter.
I am Shimaa Nezar , I work as a mediator between client & translator. Can you give us permission,
authorization and agreement in order for us to send your CV to our clients and to do what our job
requires in terms of contacting clients? We will remove your contact details and replace them with a
free email of ours through which we will manage the project and discuss it's details with our client then
send it ready to you.I can also email your certificates if needed to clients on your behalf. We will give
you the projects. If you agree, you will be considered as a close team member and consequently you
will be eligible for any developmental plan. This is part of group work based on mutual cooperation
because the translation market is full of competition. Please let me know so that we start work. If you
agree, sign this authorization and agreement document Attachments, and send it signed with your CV
and a cover letter. Thank you for taking time to read my email.
I am project manager at Wordvoice Company, we have thousands of projects, so I am looking
forward to co-operate with professional freelancers translators who have a high quality in translation to
provide our company with their experiences I wish you would agree to deal with me and to make a
value progress to Wordvoice Company. If you would give me this opportunity please check my inquiry
and fill down your information. Please, send me your CV and cover letter, it would be much
appreciated.

Fatma Mohammed
fm.translation86@gmail.com
fm.translation@powertranslations.net

Gadeer Jmah
gadeerjmah@gmail.com

Gust Soanish !!!
spanish.lingo@muchdo.com

Hamza Haje
aka Hamza Mohammed
hamza@24translate.net
smart.translator7@gmail.com
Hanaa Shammala
languagemet73@gmail.com

Haneen Said
aka Haneen Yousef
aka Hanaa Al Henawy
languagemet58@gmail.com
pm.linguistsite@gmail.com

Hasan Kamal
hasan.k@wordsvoice.com
hasan.kamal.2086@gmail.com
hasan.kamal.206208@gmail.com

Heba Adel
aka Adel Shaker
aka Adel Trans
heba@bildp.com
heba.bildp@gmail.com
adel.trans190@gmail.com
Hema Basel
ibtranslationsecrets@gmail.com

Hla Goda
languagemet96@gmail.com

Husam Isleem
husam@wordsvoice.com

Iman Ata
aka Eman Ata
aka Emanata
emanata1@gmail.com
Jack
trans.com1980@gmail.com
Jasmine Adamz
pm_n@languagemet.com
friend.of.translation@gmail.com
Jay Guohuan
jayg60793@gmail.com

I am Fatma Mohammed from Power translations Center for Translation; I work as a mediator
Between client & translator. I suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator, and It's a pleasure
to invite you to be a close member team. Therefore, Can you give us permission, authorization and
agreement in order for us to send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to
avoid direct contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV
in order to receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf. We can also email your
certificates if needed to clients on your behalf. We will give you the projects. If you agree, you will be
considered as a close team member and consequently you will be eligible for any developmental plan.
This is part of group work based on mutual cooperation because the translation market is full of
competition. Please let me know so that we start work. If you agree, sign this authorization and
agreement document Attachments, and send it signed with your CV and a cover letter. Thank you for
taking time to read my email. looking forward to build a long-term and stable cooperation with you.
To the brilliant translators, I'm Gadeer Jmah. I am working as a mediator between the translators, and
clients in a word target company. All I want that sending your fabulous CV to our email to be one of
the best translators in our company and we will present to you many projects at a good price. Trust us
and will not regret it, be sure that you are dealing with an honest and comfortable company. Shall you
please read our contract, and send it signed together with your CV and cover letter.
I work through MuchDo translation agency, and Mrs, Abeer is the one who will contact you and
coordinates between me and my clients.
“Gust Soanish” is just a ghost created by Abeer Hams aka Abeer Alhamss, a well-known name
in the scamming operations based in Gaza.
Our company [24translate.net] has a different policy and a unique scope of work in order to
implement our targeted goal. The new procedure will expand the translator's culture and knowledge by
recognizing him cultures of other communities and societies. Our policy is to send and publish the
translator CV to these clients who we deal with. Marketing translator CV to these clients will be very
beneficial and will lead to ongoing paid projects.
I am Hanaa' from Languagemet company . I am contacting with you to add you to our database . We
have many projects that suit your language . If you are interested and need more details, kindly find
attached our agreement that should be signed, scanned and sent it back . And please send me your
CV and cover letter.
I am a project manager in language met company. We have huge numbers of projects monthly. We
have a different policy at our company, that we market CVs and cover letters of the translators for
(huge database) our clients and translation companies website around the world then we have too
many projects that we must directly forward it to you and you have the right to do these projects
because it comes on behalf of your CV and cooperation. That’s if you are joining our team . if you are
interested to join our team, please sign the agreement which is attached and then send your CV and
cover letter.
We are writing to you from the WV [WordsVoice] Company, we are working on marketing projects
and bring many of the translators around the world; we are dealing with a very large number of
translators from most countries of the world, and dealing with a large company in Europe and USA. If
you want to join our group, please read this aagreement carefully. We have the right to change your
contact details to be ours.
— The CV owner has the priority for translation projects.
— Our company has the right for marketing and pricing.
— Our company and the CV owner agreed on rates and deadlines.
— The CV owner is obliged to work out a project that is agreed on.
I am a project manager , I am searching about a lot of translator to enlarge my company (Bridges
Institute for Languages and Development, BILD) And which deals with freelance translators with all
languages to expand our work in the field of translation through highly qualified translators. If you were
interested please fill down the required information in the table. And if you are signing of the
agreement attached .We wish you to be a good addition to our team. Please agreed to work with us,
you will not regret because of the high credibility and quality in performance.
First of all, I want to tell you about my company, its name: Translation Secrets and our website is
www(.)translationsecrets(.)com . You can find what information you need and if it is not enough do not
hesitate to ask. If you are interested to make a mutual collaboration, My Company have an agreement
(Attached). Please read it carefully and if you accept, sign it and resend it with your cover letter.
I am a project manager and mediator. We have huge numbers of projects monthly. We have a
different policy at our company, that we market CVs and cover letters of the translators for (huge
database) our clients and translation companies website around the world then we have too many
projects that we must directly forward it to you and you have the right to do these projects because it
comes on behalf of your CV and cooperation.
I am a project manager from Wordsvoice company for translation. We have a marketing department
in our company. We will Use your CV to bring projects to you. We promise you to work on many
projects depending on your language pair. You have the priority for any coming project. We will set
prices later, so don't worry. If you are ready to collaborate with us, please send us your CV and Cover
letter.
I work at languageMet for translation and linguistic services. Looking at your TC profile, you are
the translator we are looking for to provide the best services there are to our valuable clients.
Therefore, if you would like to work in our upcoming projects, please send your CV and cover letter
alongside with permission to market them to our clients knowing that your contact information will be
removed to avoid direct contact with the clients.
I work in translation services (!), I wish to establish a long cooperation with you. It’s my pleasure to
invite you to be as close member team So, kindly if you agree please send to my your cv and add my
id skype.
I have read your CV , and found it so interesting . I see it will be more than Great to work with a
translator as skilled as you so do please send me your CV and your cover letter to my e-mail address
to be with me in the upcoming work .
I am the projects manager Languagemet Translation Agency . I suggest cooperation in translation
work as mediator . Therefore ,Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order for us
to send your CV to our clients ? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts with
clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to receive
projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf . We will give you the projects .

Khalil Khatib
kh.projects@languagemet.com
languagemet32@gmail.com
translations@beintrans.com
beintrans@gmail.com
info@beintrans.com

Konerding Lauenau
konerding-lauenau@e-konerding.de

Laila Mohammed
languagemet27@gmail.com
lr@languagemet.com
support@languagemet.com
laila.monitor@gmail.com
Lana Roze
Marwa Khader
Roba Samer
lana@btdic.com

Laura Caradona
aka Laura LCM
translate.lcm@gmail.com

Lily David
lilyd2510@gmail.com

Lola Abd
aasheqaa5@gmail.com
Maher Sady / Maher Yassen
msy.21345@gmail.com

I am Khalil, the projects manager in languagemet Translation Agency . I suggest cooperation in
translation work as mediator . Therefore , Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement
in order for us to send your CV to our clients ? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid
direct contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in
order to receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf.
I am ****** from Beintrans company. I am a project manager and a mediator between the translators
and the clients. The client will give me a project either it’s a translation, proofreading, editing, or other
services. So, the idea is to take your permission and authorization to change small details of your CV
such as email and contact details if you agree. And I need you to be assured that you will take your
right completely and on time. You only need to read our contract, sign it, and send it with your CV and
cover letter. We only change contact details in order to send the CV to clients to get jobs and you have
the full and complete priority to work on those projects. In case you are not available, we can send
jobs to other translators. The purpose of this authorization and permission is to have cooperation with
you to get projects by sending your CV to clients. Don’t hesitate to agree with our work because you
are dealing with a trustworthy company that will give you a good job at a good price.
My name is Khalil Khatib. I am a vendor manager of beIN Translations. (...) If you are interested inÂ
cooperation, due to the company policy you should sign the attached NDA. NOTE: the "NDA" (NonDisclosure Agreement) is then called "Work Contract" containing the infamous CV
authorization scam: "Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order for us to
send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts with
clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to receive
projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf. We can also email your certificates if needed to
clients on your behalf. We will give you the projects and in cases when you are not available, we will
give the projects to other translators. If you agree, you will be considered as a close team member and
consequently you will be eligible for any developmental plan. This is part of group work based on
mutual cooperation because the translation market is full of competition. Please let me know so that
we start work. If you agree, sign this authorization and agreement document.
I am konerding lauenau and I work as a project Manager in e-konerding.de , I assure that you
would be very lucky if you agree to cooperate with us as a translator and I will be as a mediator. So It's
a pleasure to invite you to be a close member of our team. Therefore, Can you give us permission,
authorization, and agreement in order to send your CV to our clients? If so, you will be considered as a
close team member and consequently, you will be eligible for any updated plan. This is part of group
work based on mutual cooperation because the translation market is full of competition. Please let me
have your opinion for long-term cooperation between us. If you agree, sign this authorization and
agreement document Attachment, and send it signed with your CV an a cover letter. Thank you for
your time. Please find enclosed our agreement. I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks in advance
for your precious time.
Can you give us [Languagemet] permission, authorization and agreement in order for us to send your
CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts with clients. In
this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to receive projects and
therefore we will reply on your behalf. This is part of group work based on mutual cooperation because
the translation market is full of competition. If you agree, sign this authorization and agreement
document.
I suggest cooperation in translation work as mediator, and It's a pleasure to invite you to be a close
member team. Therefore, Can you give us [BTDIC] permission, authorization and agreement in order
for us to send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct
contacts with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to
receive projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf. We can also email your certificates if
needed to clients on your behalf. We will give you the projects. If yes, you will be considered as a
close team member and consequently you will be eligible for any developmental plan. This is part of
group work based on mutual cooperation because the translation market is full of competition.
I am a project manager in LanguageMet company. We have huge numbers of projects monthly. We
have a different policy at our company, that we market CVs and cover letters of the translators for
(huge database) our clients and translation companies website around the world then we have too
many projects that we must directly forward it to you and you have the right to do these projects
because it comes on behalf of your CV and cooperation. That’s if you are joining our team . if you are
interested to join our team, please sign the agreement which is attached and then send your CV and
cover letter.
I am Lily David from Beintrans company. I am a project manager and a mediator between the
translators and the clients. The client will give me a project either it's a translation, proofreading,
editing or other services. So, the idea is to take your permission and authorization to change small
details of your CV such as email and contact details if you agree. And I need you to be assured that
you will take your right completely and on time. You only need to read our contract, sign it and send it
with your CV and cover letter. We only change contact details in order to send the CV to clients to get
jobs and you have the full and complete priority to work on those projects. In case you are not
available we can send the jobs to other translators. The purpose of this authorization and permission
is to have cooperation with you to get projects by sending your CV to clients. Don't hesitate to agree to
our work because you are dealing with a trustworthy company that will give you a good job with a good
price.
I am interested in your CV. Can you give us [Translation Secrets] permission and agreement in order
for us to send your CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct
contacts with clients.
I am Maher Sady, a project manager at Word Target [a new name for MagicTrans]. Our company
can offer a lot of projects, and I'm happy to invite you to be a member of our team, we'd be glad of you
can send us the permission and agreement to send your CV to our clients. We would be grateful if you
would allow us to make some adjustments to your respectful CV and I promise you'd receive a lot of
profit.If you agree, we invite you to read our contract, sign it, and send it along with your CV and cover
letter.

Mahmoud AbuWarda
mahmoudh@btdic.com

Mahmoud Nada
trans1@silver-pens.com
trans.14tr@gmail.com
Malak Ghassan
projects.malak@magic-trans.net

Mamdouh H. Abu Ghali
aka Mamdouh Hassan
aka Doha Gali
mamdouh@languagemet.com
languagemet24@gmail.com
Manal Abdulrahman
aka Manal Abdulkarim
ma.projectmanager@magic-trans.net
magic@magic-translate.net
manal.abdulrahman2016@gmail.com
m.translation2016@gmail.com
Amal Dawood
amal.work@magic-trans.net

Mera Gol / Amera Alghoul
amera.m.alghoul1996@gmail.com

Mohammed Mahmoud
kar.m@languagemet.com
languagemet27@gmail.com
languagemet80@gmail.com
Mohammed Rantisi
m.rantisi@translationsecrets.com
Mohd Nafez
pm1@languagemet.com
Ibrahim Qeshta
aka Mark Florin
trans.supervision1@gmail.com
Mona Daraji
visiontranslation11@gmail.com
eiregobra@aol.com
graphicheart@sbcglobal.net
Mosa Salama
mosa@bigtranswork.com

Murad Zedan
project2@languagemet.com
murad.zedan.translation@gmail.com
arabic@14ng.com
arabic.14ng@gmail.com
Mustafa Attar
languagemet41@gmail.com

I am Mahmoud AbuWarda from Beyond The Dictionary Company (BTDIC); I work as a mediator
Between client & translator. I got an offer for you to be a member on our translators team. If you can
give us permission, authorization and agreement in order for us to send your CV to our clients. If you
accept the offer, we will remove your contact details to avoid any direct contacts with our clients, and
we will use a free email which we will be put inside your CV in order to receive project and therefore
we will reply on your behalf. This is part of group work based on mutual cooperation because the
translation market is full of competition.
I’m a representative of Silver-Pens Worldwide Translation Services. We wish to establish a long
cooperation with you. It’s our pleasure to invite you to be one close member of us. So, kindly if you are
interested in joining us, please reply so we can send you permission letter to read it carefully. After
that you can sign it and resend it to us with your CV and cover letter as well.
This is Malak Ghassan, a project manager at Magic-trans, our company based on qualified
translators, that's why I'm looking for a long-term collaboration. Please check the attached file
(Authorization). If you are interested in our services, please give us your permission to start working by
signed the attached document, attaching your CV and Cover Letter. If you have any questions, simply
reply to this e-mail, we respond to all messages. I assure that you would be very lucky if you agree to
cooperate with us as a translator and I will be as a mediator. So It's a pleasure to invite you to be a
close member of our team.
My name is Malak Ghassan, a project manager at Magic-trans, We are offering an opportunity to
become a part of our translators team. Translation Field: General, Medical, Marketing,
Legal,Technical, Commercial and Media. If you are interested Please send me your CV and a Cover
Letter. If you have any questions, simply reply to this e-mail, we respond to all messages.
I am posting this message hoping you will join us. We [Languagemet] are a translation agency, we
take translation projects in all languages, And we would like to have a professional translators to our
elite group. We will do some publicity worldwide on the internet for you and contact the companies in
your behalf and bring you projects to work on, If you are interested, if you want to build a reputation
and enrich your career please reply to me.
I am manal Abdulrahman from magic-trans.net Center for Translation; I work as a mediator
Between clients & translators. I assure that you would be very lucky if you agree to cooperate with us
as a translator and I will be as a mediator. So It's a pleasure to invite you to be a close member of our
team. Therefore, Can you give us permission, authorization, and agreement in order to send your CV
to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid any direct contacts with our clients.
because the translation market is full of competition. If you agree, you will be considered as a close
team member and consequently, you will be eligible for any updated plan. This is part of group work
based on mutual cooperation because the translation market is full of competition. Please let me have
your opinion for long-term cooperation between us. If you agree, sign this authorization and agreement
document Attachment, and send it signed with your CV and a cover letter.
Dear master translator, I get the great honor to write to you and introduce myself to you. I am Mera
Gol, project manager at word target company for translation services, proud to meet you. I am a
mediator between the clients and translators, looking forward to build a long-term and stable
cooperation with you to get many future potential projects at a very good price. If you agree, you can
read our contract and give us your signature and send it along with your CV and cover letter? Thank
you for taking time to read my email. We will be so happy to work with you.
I am a representative of languagemet Company, who wish to establish a long cooperation with you.
It's a pleasure to invite you to be a close member team. So, kindly if you agree to join us read the
permission sheet carefully, then sign it and return it to me with your CV and Cover letter as well.
I am projects manager from translation secrets company and I saw your profile in proz. command .
I found you qualified to work with us as translator. Please sign attached paper to start sending projects
to you.
I am the projects manager Languagemet Translation Agency . I suggest cooperation in translation
work as mediator . Therefore , Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order for
us to send your CV to our clients ? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts
with clients. In this case, we will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to receive
projects and therefore we will reply on your behalf . We can also email your certificates if needed to
clients on your behalf. We will give you the projects.
I am interested in your CV. Can you give us permission and agreement in order for us to send your
CV to our clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts with clients. We
will give you the projects and in cases when you are not available, we will give the projects to other
translators.
I am mosa salama it is a company [bigtranswork] that can present a lot of project offers easily and
continuously. What you can do is only sending your brilliant CV. and Cover Letter for our email then
you will reach the top of success to get many projects you hope. So we are a trustful medium between
you and the clients. But I will be grateful if you give me the permission to make some changes of small
details that will never weaken your respected CV. and I promise you that the most win and the highest
earns will be for you. Beside the above mentioned, you will deal with a comfortable and a punctual
team of a long experience and a golden translation with you, of course. However, be sure that you are
dealing with an honest company and please trust us because we give you a legal step to get good job.
You will be a lucky translator as well as we, if you agree. It is an honor for me to work with you, and I
am waiting for to hearing from you.
I am Murad Zedan, a project manager in LanguageMet company. We have huge number of projects
monthly. We have a different policy at our company, that we market CVs and Cover letters of the
translators for (huge database) our clients and translation companies websites around the world then
we have too many projects that we must directly forward it to you and you have the right to do these
projects because it comes on behalf of your CV and cooperation . Please sign the agreement which is
attached and then send your CV and cover letter .
I am Mustafa Attar, a vendor manager in Languagemet company. We have more than 200 project
every month. We have a different policy at our company that we market CVs and Cover letter of the
translators for the clients around the world then we have too many projects and you have the right to
do these project. If you are interested to join our team, Please sign the agreement which is attached
and then send your CV and cover letter .

Nehal Mahmoud
languagemet38@gmail.com

Reda Radwan
awadallahreda@gmail.com
reda@translationsecrets.com

Reham
rere1232005@gmail.com

Reham Abu Ghali
Afnan Alkedra
translationsecretsg@gmail.com
Roza Yasn
roza@wordsvoice.com

Safa Ahmad
safa3@languagemet.com
languagemet94@gmail.com

Salah Khafaja
s.khafaja@translationsecrets.com
skh1115@hotmail.com
Samah Qr
Samah Al-Qrenawi
s.a.m.a.h.s.2013@gmail.com

Sara Afifi
aka Sarrah Al-Afifi
traduire.sara@gmail.com
Sara Bark
sara.bark.99@gmail.com

Sarah Ahmad
sarah@viasay.com
langsarah475@gmail.com

Shadi Mohammed
shadi@powertranslations.net
shadimohamme22@gmail.com

Shadi Mohammed
turbobusinesssolutionsfl@gmail.com

I am Nehal Mahmoud, a vendor manager in Languagemet company. We have more than 200 project
every month. We have a different policy at our company that we market CVs and Cover letter of the
translators for the clients around the world then we have too many projects and you have the right to
do these project. If you are interested to join our team, Please sign the agreement which is attached
and then send your CV and cover letter .
Dear Irene [real translator] I've got your CV from ATA, and I'm interested in your CV. I'm a project
manager from Translation secrets. (…) Therefore we always in need to excellent translators to assist
us with our work.
“After that, I was asked to sign an authorization document, which I foolishly did. (…) In fact I
was not aware that it was indeed a scamming authorization. After that, some clients informed
me that they received my CV from an unusual [FAKE] e-mail address — irene.bz.tr@gmail.com
and irene.bz.tr@hotmail.com ”.
I'm a project manager looking for {language pair} freelance translators to join my team work and
become one of us. We are doing translation for many projects about different Subjects and fields. We
are caring for our members and trying to make them satisfied with their work. If you are interested to
join us please send your CV to the following e-mail and we will contact you soon.
This is Translation Secrets. We are looking for a professional translator for a new project which is
about 6000 words.The project needs to be translated in these pair languages Spanish<>English. The
payment will be 0.035 EUR per word which is our minimum rate. To whom find in himself the ability to
work with these terms, please contact with us and send us your CV and cover letter.
I am Roza Yasin, a project manager at Words voice company. Words voice company deals with
many clients who ask for translators every day. In the company, there is a marketing department that
can send your C.V to a lot of companies. After marketing your C.V, I will receive translation,
proofreading, transcription, subtitling or editing projects. After your agreement on using your C.V, you
will have the priority of the coming projects. And the rates will be satisfiable.
Words voice company deals with many clients who ask for translators every day. In the company,
there is a marketing department that can send your C.V to a lot of companies. After marketing your
C.V, I will receive translation, proofreading, transcription, subtitling or editing projects. After your
agreement on using your C.V, you will have the priority of the coming projects. And the rates will be
satisfiable. If you agree on cooperating with me, please send me your C.V and I will send you the NDA
paper to sign.
This is Safa a project manager from Languagemet company . Languagemet company is a leading
provider of language services. It offers comprehensive language services providing rapid, accurate
and competitively priced translation, proofreading, subtitling, voice-overs and localization services
nationally and internationally. We need freelancers to enrich our database. Can you give us a
permission and agreement in order for us to send yours to our clients? If yes, we will remove your
contact details to avoid direct contacts with clients. We will give you the projects .
This is Salah from Translation Secrets. We are searching for the best to collaborate with us now and
in the future. If you are interested please send your CV and cover letter to email
If the message is replied to, scammers will send their “Authorization and Agreement”.
I work as a project manager in translation company Translationsecrets. Now I will tell you our
system, I work as a project manager for three years, I deal with 9 languages and I have a group of
translators for each language, I ask the translator if he can give me the permission to use his CV with
our clients if he agrees I send to him an agreement to sign it, and he becomes the most important
translator in the team, our programming department makes an email and marketing the email with the
translator's CV for our clients, then I receive the projects in this email, when I receive a project I ask
the translator ( who gives me the permission to use his CV ) if he can take the project ( he has the
Priority right ) if not ( refuse to hold the project ) I ask the group of translators.
Please send us your CV and give us the permission to use it to approach clients and we will give lots
of work at your price.
Languages pair Translations is a leading provider of language services. Languages pair
Translations offers comprehensive language services providing rapid, accurate and competitively
priced translation, proofreading, subtitling, voice-overs and localization services nationally and
internationally. Can you give us permission and agreement in order for us to send your CV to our
clients? If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts with clients. We will give
you the projects.
I am Sarah Ahmad .I work for viasay Company for translation. Our work depends on some
translators who are able to translate big projects of foreign languages. I would like you to work with us
so that we need your agreement to use your CV in markting to clients, you will get benefit by
translating projects, and you will have the commission for every project. Finally, by this way you will
get most of the projects.
I am Shadi Mohammed the projects manager of Power Translation company. It is a translation
company that provide various services for different types of projects. Our company currently looking
for qualified translators for the language pair (English > Portuguese) for our upcoming projects. It is
sufficient to inform you of our policy. We are a reliable medium company between translators and
clients while using our translators’ CVs after replacing their contact details with the company’s ones to
protect translators privacy and rights. We ask for your permission to do that. And undoubtedly, you will
be eligible for any future plan and have the first priority of our projects. In case of agreement, please
send your CV and the Cover letter. Of Course, You will sign a contract to guarantee your rights to the
best as we can do. Finally, It will be our pleasure to have you on our company team. Please inform us
of your response as soon as possible.
I hope you are doing great, I am Shadi Mohammed the projects manager of Turbo Business
Solutions company. It is a translation company that provide various services for different types of
projects. You will be eligible for any future plan and have the first priority of our projects. In case of
agreement, please send your CV and the Cover letter. Of Course, You will sign a contract to
guarantee your rights to the best as we can do.

Soha Faisal
fsoha.94@gmail.com

Sophia Adam
sophiaadam18@gmail.com
Emma Smith
es311158@gmail.com

Suzan Jamal
passion.translation@gmail.com
Ibrahim Ibrahim
languagemet60@gmail.com
Tahani Hassan
tahani83@languagemet.com
languagemet95@gmail.com
Tina Rosie
tinarosie.1254@magic-trans.net

Tomas Anan
efficient.translators@gmail.com

Translation Pal Services
Translation Pal15
info@translationpal15.com

WordTarget Company
Ibrahim Sami
ibrahim.sami.main@gmail.com
ibrahimsami1.95gmail.com
Zaki Al-Attar
zakialattar@viasay.com
info@translationspace.net

My name is Soha, and I work a project manager at TransHarvest, We are currently recruiting
translators for future projects of various types in various domains. This will give you the opportunity to
be a part of those projects as needed. If you are interested in applying for freelance translation work,
we would like to invite you to get started with the following steps. Can you please read our contract,
and send it signed together with your CV and cover letter? In the hope that you want a professional
collaboration regarding the field of translations, I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.
I am Sophia Adam [Emma Smith] from Bigtrans company. I am a project manager and a mediator
between the translators and the clients. The client will give me a project either it's a translation,
proofreading, editing or other services. So, the idea is to take your permission and authorization to
change small details of your CV such as email and contact details if you agree. And I need you to be
assured that you will take your right completely and on time. You only need to read our contract, sign it
and send it with your CV and cover letter. We only change contact details in order to send the CV to
clients to get jobs and you have the full and complete priority to work on those projects. In case you
are not available we can send the jobs to other translators. The purpose of this authorization and
permission is to have cooperation with you to get projects by sending your CV to clients. Don't hesitate
to agree to our work because you are dealing with a trustworthy company that will give you a good job
with a good price. Please do feel free to get in touch for more help.
I am Suzan Jamal a project manager from Languagemet, I am looking forward to co-operate with
professional freelancers translators who have a high quality in translation to provide our company with
their experiences. I wish you would agree to deal with me and to make a value progress to Language
met Company. If you would give me this opportunity please check my inquiry and fill down your
information. Please, send me your CV and cover letter, it would be much appreciated.
I am Tahani Hassan. I work as a project manager from language met Company . I hope to
collaborate with you for translation files. please let me Know if you ready to join with me. read this
attached file and if it is OK please send me your CV and cover letter.
My name is TinaRosie and I work as a Vendor Coordinator in magic-trans . We are an international
company and we are now in a process of enlarging our database with experienced linguists due to the
increasing client demand we are recently facing. However, could you please provide your translation
rate per source word of each language pair including Interpreter rates if any , Areas of Expertise cover
letter and cv ? Once I receive your e-mail, I will contact you to discuss further details. Looking forward
to our future collaboration!
Our company (!!!) would like to ask for your permission giving us the authority to send your CV and
cover letter to our clients .
— Our policy does not allow direct contact between the freelancer and our clients.
— Your contact details will be replaced by a free email where projects will be sent to.
— Our company will have full authority dealing with your CV by marketing it and receiving projects on
your behalf.
— The projects we receive on your behalf will be directly sent to you.
If you agree to these terms, we will instantly start working on your CV giving you the chance to have
your projects delivered to you without making any effort. This agreement makes you one of our team
and consequently an active one. This would also make you a priority in any development plan in the
near future. This agreement will facilitate your work in a crowded translation market with a high level of
competition.
Dear Translators, Hope you are well! We are currently recruiting English to german translators for
future projects of various types in various domains. This will give you the opportunity to be a part of
group work based on mutual co-operation because the translation market is full of competition. If you
are interested in applying for freelance translation work, we would like to invite you to join in our team
by sending your CV and cover letter. Please let me know so that we start work, Looking forward to our
future collaboration.
I am Ibrahim Sami, a project manager at WordTarget Center for Translations. Basically, our job is
providing expert freelance translators with projects as we are mediators between clients and
translators. We would be glad to add you to our team of translators and proceed to maintain a long
term relationship. If you are interested in applying, please read the attached agreement and send it
signed along with your CV and Cover Letter. Looking forward to our future collaboration!
I am Zaki Al-Attar and I work as a project Manager in viasay.com , I assure that you would be very
lucky if you agree to cooperate with us as a translator and I will be as a mediator. So It's a pleasure to
invite you to be a close member of our team. Therefore, Can you give us permission, authorization,
and agreement in order to send your CV to our lients? If so, you will be considered as a close team
member and consequently, you will be eligible for any updated plan. (I am looking for freelancers with
the lowest rates – Post on Upwork, from "Germany")
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